M&A Internship Program
in Hamburg
HELLO, HEJ, GUTEN TAG, MOI - IS IT YOU WE’RE LOOKING FOR?
MCF Corporate Finance is a rapidly growing M&A advisory firm and we are now looking for graduates with an entrepreneurial
mindset, great personality and a genuine interest for Investment Banking to join our Hamburg office. An internship with us
should ideally last 3 to 6 months. MCF offers an international environment where you will participate in all aspects of M&A,
with an opportunity to take on early responsibility.
WHAT YOU’LL DO
■ Gain wide exposure to all that is international M&A in a range of industries
■

Strong involvement in projects and current mandates, including pitch preparation, target and investor identification,
creating information memoranda as well as management presentations

■

Be part of a dedicated and international deal team, interacting with all of our four European offices as well as our
American partners

■

Learning by doing and work in a great office, with a fun atmosphere, flat hierarchy and strong team spirit

WHAT TO BRING
■ Have an excellent educational background in economics, finance or engineering
■

Preferable work experience within Investment Banking, elite M&A boutique, Management Consultancy or other advisory,
or/and other work experiences demonstrating an entrepreneurial mindset and the ability to work in a high focused team
environment

■

Fluency in German, as well as fluency in English

■

Excellent interpersonal skills (verbal and written) with a self-starter mentality and the ability to get things done

■

Must be a great team player who works well in collaborative situations, with both junior and senior team members

We are continuously looking for trainees with interesting backgrounds and currently have positions available starting in 2022.
If you find the position interesting, please send your CV, university grades and cover letter by clicking here. If you have
additional questions, please visit www.mcfcorpfin.com or contact Jan Simon Meerjanssen, T +49 (0)40 398 03 165.
WHO WE ARE
We believe that the best relationships are built on trust, honesty and respect. For us, championing the team always comes first.
At MCF you are welcome as you are and we believe in a strong and inclusive corporate culture - driven and built by our people.
We want to foster an environment where individuals grow, teams succeed and maintain a workplace with a flat hierarchy and a
down-to-earth mentality.
Solving complex problems takes courage and we always base our work on data, experience and expertise. True to our entrepreneurial roots, we strive for excellence through continuous learning and yesterday is the baseline from which to improve. Even
if the task at hand might be hard, we huddle up, share the workload and make sure to also insert the fun. For us, it’s never just
business.
WHAT WE DO
MCF Corporate Finance is a leading corporate finance advisory firm with a focus on cross-border and mid-market transactions.
Our clients range from corporations, private equity firms, family offices and entrepreneurs. We leverage our industry expertise,
long-term focus and proven track-record to navigate complex situations and help secure optimal outcomes for our clients.
Our multinational team is located in 4 offices across Northern Europe and with the support of our transatlantic partners
D.A. Davidson & Co., we provide best-in-class deal capabilities for clients worldwide.
www.mcfcorpfin.com
hamburg@mcfcorpfin.com
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